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32

nd Annual General Meeting 2015
th

th

September 12 & 13 , Mumbai

HFI's ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING | MUMBAI Dr. Ramesh Bharman (Dean Nair
HFI held its 32nd Annual General Meeting on 12th & 13th
September 2015 at Young Men's Christian Association
(YMCA), Near Maratha Mandir, Mumbai Central at Mumbai,
India. The AGM was organized by Hemophilia Society
Mumbai Chapter (HSMC) with support of HFI and Novo
Nordisk. Over 150 participants including Guests, Dignitaries,
Volunteers, EC Members and Chapter key persons
participated. Dr. Ramesh Bharmal (Dean, Nair Hospital and T
N Medical College) was the Chief Guest and Dr. Girish
Chaudhary was the Special Guest of honor. The inaugural
ceremony of the event was marked with lighting of the lamp
and invocation of Saraswati Vandana by Women's Group of
Mumbai Chapter. 2 minutes silence was also observed for the
C/PwH who departed last year.
Annual Report for FY 2014-15 reﬂecting the overall scenario
of HFI was released and distributed among the participants.
During the two days meeting Novo Nordisk had the
opportunity to introduce their upcoming 3rd generation
recombinant Factor VIII (novoeight) for people with
hemophilia A. Plasma Gen and Novo Nordisk sponsored bags
were also distributed among the participants. The meeting
continued as per agenda covering administrative and many
medical sessions. Several key decisions regarding
constitutional amendments were also taken. Various
memorial awards were distributed to CwH who have done well
in their academics. Six new Chapters namely Rourkela,
Imphal, Udaipur, Madurai, Rohtak and Jodhpur were aﬃliated
and their Keypersons gave their brief introduction. All the four
RCC's of North, East, West and South regions presented their
reports along with Women and Youth Group Chair Persons.
The AGM concluded successfully with vote of thanks to the
chair and the announcement of holding the next AGM 2016 in
Delhi.

Hospital & TN Medical College)
“In-spite of my engagement with other
programmes I could not resist myself
from coming here. I am here to talk
about the mission of Nair hospital
which is relieving pain. Investing in
Human beings and their values is our
barrier. We work at Nair Hospital with
a heart full of feelings and intentions.
As per as Hemophilia is concerned,
we are trying to establish a unit where
professors, lecturers, beds and lot of
other things can be provided to needy
Hemophilia patients. We have got capacity of some 1600 odd
beds and we are attending to more than 2400 patients.
Therefore, one can imagine the kind of work our students,
residents and doctors are putting up. I assure you that we are
also doing work in Haematology Department and that is
further going to be expanded.”
He concluded with the following poem:“To dream the impossible dream, to ﬁght the unbeatable foe,
To bear with unbearable sorrow, to run where the brave dare
not go,
To reach the unreachable star, no matter how hopeless, no
matter how far”.

Dr. Girish Chaudhary (Asst. Director,
Health Services, Govt. of
Maharashtra) in his short speech
addressed the gathering and said "I
am very thankful to HFI for inviting me.
I have completed the tender
procedure and very soon the factors
will be available. I want to announce
that we are expanding our Hemophilia
care programme. The new centers will
be established at Aurangabad,
Nagpur and Pune. The govt. of India
has approved the budget for
instruments, infrastructure except
manpower. But we have again submitted the PIP and approval
to the GOI for the sanction of manpower and very soon we will
have favourable decision. We are starting the screening
programme for Hemophilia in the Rashtriya Bal Swasth
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Karyakaram from this year. The Screening Programme was
limited to the Hospital but in this proposal we will start it in the
villages, towns and district level. Lastly, Maharashtra is the
only state where Hemophilia Care is given through the Public
Health Department and in the rest of the country it is scattered
through Medical Colleges. I give full credit to my teacher, my
Guru Dr. Kanjaksha Ghosh who has taught us many things
and who has guided this project. Because of Dr. Ghosh this
Maharashtra Model is successful and I am thankful to him that
he had directed the Govt. of Maharashtra. My best wishes to
Hemophilia Federation of (India).”

Dr. Shankar S (Novo Representative), right being felicitated by
Mr. Vikash Goel (VPD, HFI)

Dr. Akash Shukla (right)
being felicitated by
Dr. Kanjaksha Ghosh
President, HFI

Dr. Jayashree Kale, right being felicitated by Wg. Cdr. SS Roychoudhury
(CEO, HFI)
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I Nabila Husseni, was born in 1985. I am a Para
haemophilic suﬀering from factor 5 deﬁciency
and a resident of Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India.

everyone, be they are her siblings, parents,
children, friends and in-laws, regardless if they
are weak, strong, healthy or ill. Similarly in the
haemophilia society also, a woman plays an
important role of care-giver in upbringing the PwH.
As you all are very much aware that in our society a
woman have incredible strength, power, tolerance,
dedication, love and aﬀection for her family. For her
virtues and power we must salute and respect her.
Women take utmost care of a PwH son, brother and
husband despite of all constraints put up by the
society. Being a woman and a suﬀerer of
haemophilia, I understand the feelings of other
women. I as a witness knew how much diﬃculties
my parents faced in my upbringing and that mostly
at the time of my abnormal bleed, when there were
lack of treatment facilities.

While sleeping beside my father when 8 months old,
I suddenly fell down from the bed. My lower lip got cut
and it started bleeding. My parents ﬁrst tried to stop
the bleeding by pressing it for long and applying ice
on it, but bleeding didn't stop. Eventually my father
took me to the hospital. At that time doctors were
neither aware about Haemophilia nor its treatment.
There was no facility of plasma transfusion.
Therefore, the doctor ﬁrst thought to stop bleeding
by giving the whole blood and then another doctor
advised for my diagnosis saying that I might be
suﬀering from some bleeding disorder. Thereafter, I
was diagnosed at Mumbai, KEM Hospital and I
turned out to be a Factor V deﬁcient patient.

Many bad experiences came in my life but while
My childhood was not the easiest like those normal
working
with WGHFI I feel more conﬁdent and
children. I was not allowed to play in the garden with
independent. I never bothered about the barriers
my friends. My parents gave me each and every
laid down by the society. Now I don't care about what
facility inside the house. When I was four and half
people
think, as their work is to think and criticize
Ms.Nabila
Husseni
years old I got brain haemorrhage due to falling
WGHFI Communications Specialist/
down from the stairs at my granny's house. As there Western Region Asst.Coordinator whereas my work is to keep on moving ahead and
overcoming all hindrance. I believe, “if we keep on
was no facility of proper haemophilia treatment in the
city, the doctors advised to take me again to Mumbai, KEM doing good deeds without any expectations, then some way or
Hospital. There I was admitted and doctors suggested surgery the other, God rewards us”.
because my condition was very critical. Simultaneously, every
day plasma was transfused twice. Fortunately, the clot in the brain
got dissolved and surgery was averted. I got discharged from the
hospital, but proper medication was prescribed by the doctor for
three years.
My schooling was done under proper care of my teachers and
principal, as my father had increased their knowledge on proper
guidance and instructions of Haemophilia management and its
treatment. During lunch breaks my principal used to hold my hand
and sit beside me so that I do not run around and play with friends.
I was not allowed to participate in picnics during my schooling
days. I learnt cycling when I was in 10th standard. After schooling,
as I became mature enough to take care of myself, my father
gained conﬁdence in me and taught me to drive two wheeler.
Then I was allowed to drive and go to the college in 3rd year of my
graduation days. Despite being a haemophilic I never lost my
patience nor became a pessimistic and I completed my
Graduation with Bachelor's Degree in Commerce as well as did
post-graduation diploma in computer applications. Now I am
working as a teacher in a renowned school of my city for last 5
years.
I am a haemophilic daughter and my father is the President of
Haemophilia Society (Ahmedabad) Chapter. He is rendering his
services to the haemophilia community since 1991. I also joined
the executive committee of my society in 2002. Since, then I am
working with haemophilia community. In my academic years due
to hectic schedules, I could not involve with the chapter activities,
but gradually I got involved and became part of it. I began to
attend the meetings, medical and motivational camps,
awareness programs and also participated in the activities that
were conducted by chapter like quiz games and camps etc. The
Haemophilia Federation of India, under which 79 chapters are
working for the betterment of PwH, gave space to the youth for
their betterment and development, and after the successful
achievement of youth group, HFI formed a Women Group and
invited me to be part of it. I got a platform to make my name with
dignity around the world.

We are working very eﬀectively to make our group stronger by
inviting more women of PwH's family. Every month our group is
conducting women group meeting in our respective chapters and
doing activities. We also share our views and personal problems.
I attended all the regional workshops of women's group and I got
acquainted with diﬀerent people and their problems. By meeting
people, I realized that my problems are nothing in comparison to
theirs. It compelled me to get more involved in the community and
identify other women who are suﬀering from haemophilia or other
bleeding disorders. The suﬀerer of Von Willebrand disease also
have many problems, and they are rarely talked about. As a
result, they are not getting proper medications and treatment. I
want to contribute in hemophilia movement and want to educate
women about the medical aspects of hemophilia. There is a
saying that “educating a woman means educating a family”.
Therefore, my vision is clear. I have to ﬁnd the women with
bleeding disorder and educate them in all areas to help them
overcome their stress in any form. I want to spread the message
that “Women can be the Bleeders too.”
My journey of learning continues. I was the girl who was not
allowed to go anywhere alone. Also my father didn't allow me to
go anywhere alone. I attended all the regional workshops alone in
2013 - 14 to learn the working of Women's Group of HFI. My step
made me fully conﬁdent and now I can go anywhere on my own.
My parents too noticed my conﬁdence, they saw that I can handle
many things on my own and now they allow me to go alone
wherever I wish to.

Recently, on 12th July 2015, I visited Philippines and met Andrea
Echavez and her family. She is a VWD, who suﬀers from
menorrhagia every month. It was a great learning trip of 6 days. I
learnt communication skills and forming strategies. I learnt the
ways of dealing with bleeding while working. It was a great
experience for me and one can say “pleasure with work”. I stayed
with her in her house and spent lovely time with her family. I also
attended the successful twinning program conducted by
Philippines Haemophilia Association with Newada. It was indeed
a great experience for me to learn, enjoy and getting familiar with
As we all know that women play a pivotal role in family and various new things.
society. She plays an instrumental role to build up a strong family,
a strong society and thus a strong nation. She looks after
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A Story of Struggle and Success

CHAPTER NEWS

- By Mr. Anil Gabu

5 new chapters have been aﬃliated which are Rohtak,
Jodhpur, Udaipur, Imphal, Madurai and Davangere has
been reaﬃliated.

Dear All,
It is truly said “A SINGLE LAMP WILL
DISPEL THE DARKNESS.” I am here to
narrate my story and that of lamps (HFI,
SOL and Hemophilia Society Rajkot).

NORTHERN REGION
Yamunanagar Chapter: The Chapter organized a
Continuous Medical Education (CME) at Shaikh UL Hind
Maulana Mahmood Hasan Medical College, Saharanpur, UP.
The CME was attended by patients including 12 doctors and
paramedics.

I am Anil Gabu, a PwH Severe Factor
VIII deﬁcient. We were staying in a small
village of 3000 population, 120km from Rajkot
city during 1997. My father and mother were
working as farm laborers.
Due to unawareness on hemophilia we
faced many diﬃculties and pains. We
three brothers all had brain
hemorrhage twice each. My knee joint
was also damaged. After coming in
contact with Rajkot Society and HFI all
our sorrows and pains were relieved as
the society supported us and our family
medically as well as economically. In a
way society had adopted us, the three
brothers.
Due to knee damage, I was not able
to attend school and I lost four precious years of my studies.
Our family shifted to the outskirts of Rajkot for better access
to medical treatment and help from society.
My father started working as a goods rickshaw driver and
mother started working as labor in an industry.
I was advised for corrective surgery of the knee which was
sponsored by the society and supported by HFI and Pune
Chapter. The surgery was done at Pune. After returning, I
started my studies after a gap of 6 years. I had a
determination to become an engineer. I cleared my
secondary school examination (10th) at the age of 22years. I
was an exception in my school and faced many problems
because my class mates were only 15-16 years of age and I
had already crossed teenage.

Dr. Sangeeta Aneja (Principal of Medical College) was also
present along with Baxter representative Dr. Nishant Singh
and he gave a presentation. Mr. Vishnu Goel (RCC North, HFI)
also gave training to pathology team at one of the Training
Centre. It was informed that the Medical College has received
Factor VIII, started treatment and soon going to start factor
assay.

Jodhpur Chapter: On 23rd Aug. 2015, the Chapter
organized a general patient's awareness camp at their oﬃce
situated at New Pali Road, Jalamand Choraha, Jodhpur,
Rajasthan. 21 PwHs participated with their families.

After clearing my S.S.C.E. I got admission in polytechnic for
diploma in Mechanical Engineering. At this stage of life a
new ray of hope came in the name of SOL and coordinator
Usha Ji supported me for my education with collaboration of
HFI and Rajkot Chapter. This synergistic support had great
eﬀect on my studies. I was supported medically,
academically and my educational expenses were borne by
SOL and Rajkot Chapter in co-ordination with HFI.
Today, I am proud that I have cleared my diploma in
Mechanical Engineering with 7.6 percentile out of 10. I am
also happy to inform you all that I have got admission in
degree engineering course on my merit. I got the admission
in Surat Government Engineering College and I am happy
that team of Surat Hemophilia Society is also supporting me.
They have assured me to support my further studies with the
help of all well-wishers, SOL and HFI.
I am thankful for the support given to me from each corner of
the world for my development and studies. I pray almighty to
grant them happiness and healthy life for supporting me
during my miserable days of life.

Mr. Jitendar Prajapati (Secretary) and Mr. Madan Lal
Lakhani(President) informed the participants on home
treatment for hemophilia.

Jammu Chapter: On 21st Aug 2015, the Chapter and
SMGS Hospital, Jammu jointly organized a free AHF
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distribution programme at the hospital OPD. The 150 vials of
Free AHF were provided through the generous support of
WHF, Canada.

EASTERN REGION
Guwahati Chapter: Majorly Successful with Severe
Hemophilia A

Since December 2014, there was no AHF available in the
Govt. Hospitals and C/PwH were in great distress. This
support gave patients a new ray of hope and lease of life to 2
PwH and 1 CwH who were in extreme suﬀering and pain.
Mr. Rohit Jindal (President, HSJC) appreciated the eﬀorts of
Sh. Ghanshyam Dev (Principal, Govt. Medical College,
Jammu), also the Chief Guest in the programme and Dr. Dara
Singh (Medical Superintendent, SMGS Hospital) for taking
keen interest in the betterment of Hemophilics of the region.
Dr. Sanjeev Gupta (I/C Control Room, GMC Jammu) was the
special invitee on the occasion.
Mr. Jagdish Sharma (Secretary, HSJC) presented the detailed
activity report of Chapter and highlighted the diﬃculties of
PwH and lack of treatment facilities for hemophilia patients in
the hospitals of the region.

rd

The chapter also appreciated the role of Dr. Sanjeev Dhingra
Mr. Saifudullah Khan (3 from right)
(Paediatrician, SMGS Hospital) for his self-less services to the
Mr. Saifudullah Khan, a severe Hemophilia A from Guwahati
hemophilics of the region.
Chapter has become Magistrate. The Government of Assam
has appointed him as Magistrate in the District of Barpeta,
Bareilly Chapter: Leading the Way
Assam. He is appointed on merit basis after clearing the
Mrs. Rekha Rastogi toiled hard to get treatment for her son
Assam Civil Services Examination.

Bhubaneswar Chapter: On 27th August 2015, the
chapter organized a CME on Hemophilia at Capital Hospital

and other blood brothers of Bareilly region. She fought and
brought free treatment for the entire region.
Her son is a Hemophilia suﬀerer with Factor VIII deﬁciency.
When he was 3 months old, abdominal boils got formed and
he was diagnosed as hemophilic. She took him to LNJP
hospital, New Delhi where he was infused with Factor VIII.
The expense came Rs.40,000/- and periodic infusions were
prescribed. Unable to bear the cost of further treatment, she
requested the authorities of Bareilly Hospital for the free
treatment. They refused as it was expensive and cannot be
given exclusively to one patient.Disappointed but not
discouraged, she surveyed all the hospitals of Bareilly, went
through records and made a list of 110 PwH.

Bhubaneswar with support of Novo Nordisk Haemophilia
Foundation (NNHF). Nearly 40 doctors including doctors
from ESI hospital, Bhubaneswar participated and learnt
various aspects of Hemophilia. Dr. Biswabhusan Patnaik
(Director, Capital Hospital, BBSR) was the Chief Guest and
Dr. Binod Kumar Mishra (Superintendent, Capital Hospital,
BBSR) was the Chief Speaker. The other speakers were Dr
Rajiv Jena (MD Medicine) & Dr Prasann Kumar Das (Day
Care Physician).
On 03.09.2015, the chapter held its 6th Governing Body
Meeting at Hope Diagnostic Center, near Ram Mandir,
Bhubaneswar to discuss ﬁnancial matters.

She brought them together in their ﬁght for right to health. She
along with the PwH went to Lucknow and handed over the list
of PwHs to policy makers. After persisting follow ups her Annual General Meeting: On 27.09.2015, the chapter
eﬀorts were ﬁnally acknowledged and as a result the organized its Annual General Meeting at IBCS Convention
treatment is now available for free in all the govt. hospitals of
Bareilly.

She along with the PwH of the region has formed Bareilly
chapter which is working with an aim to make hemophilia
treatment available round the clock in the hospitals of the
region. Her story of successful lobbying with the U.P Govt.
was also highlighted in local newspapers.
Hall of SOA University Campus, Bhubaneswar to elect its
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governing body members. The elected members are Mr.
Shubhashish Behera (President), Mr. Jagdeep Moharana
(Vice President), Mr. Chittaranjan Das (Secretary), Mr.
Subash Chandra Sahu (Asst. Secretary) and Mr. Pratik
Srichandan (Treasurer). The EC Members are Mr. Amulya
Ratna Sethy, Mr. Sangram Keshari Mohapatra, Mr. Sukanta
Senapati, Mr. Biswajeet Sahoo, Mr. Ananta Kishor Nayak and
Mr. Balaram Rout.

Women and Youth Group members took to the dais and
described how tests such as CD/PND and involving in various
activities of youth and women group have changed their life for
better.
Later Dr. Kanjaksha Ghosh also distributed Certiﬁcates and
Prizes to the students who have done well in their studies.

CME sessions were also held for patients which were
conducted by Dr. R. K. Jena (Prof. & HOD Clinical Hematology
Dept., SCB MCH, Cuttack) and Dr Hemlata Das (Asst. Prof.
Clinical Hematology, IMS & SUM Hospital, BBSR).
Bhadrak Chapter: On 30th Aug 2015, the chapter organized its
Annual General Meeting in which 35 PwHs, their relatives

On the occasion of Independence Day 15th August 2015, the
Chapter also conducted an Awareness Campaign in F.D
School. The school programme was organized at Gujarat

including Youth and Women Group members participated.
After the administrative discussions, activity reports of youth
and women groups were presented. Thereafter, The HANS
Foundation Scholarship cheques were distributed to the
beneﬁciaries
University Convention Hall.

WESTERN REGION

Mr. M.A Husseni (President, HSAC) addressed the school
Ahmedabad Chapter: 24 Annual General Meeting On staﬀ and trustees and thanked them for giving the opportunity
27th September 2015, the Chapter conducted its 24th AGM at to increase the knowledge of students about Hemophilia
Lions Hall, Ahmedabad. Dr. Kanjaksha Ghosh (President, disorder.
HFI) was the Chief Guest on the occasion in which nearly 100
After getting acquainted with the knowledge of Hemophilia,
participants took part. Apart from regular administrative
the
trustee gave assurance of planning an event related to
discussions a new session was introduced in which PwHs,
Haemophilia in all four branches of their school in Ahmedabad
so that all students can be made aware about Hemophilia.
th

One 23rd August 2015, the Chapter also visited Manthan
Organization which works and looks after Women who are
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Handicapped, Orphan, Blind and Deaf and dumb and have SOUTHERN REGION
Down syndrome. The visit was very inspirational for the
Calicut Chapter: From 14th – 16th August 2015, the
members as they could understand the working of the Chapter conducted a 3 days meeting for women and youth
organization and met the girls and women who in spite of all members of Angamaly, Calicut, Kanyakumari, Kochi,
odds are showing extra-ordinary courage and will power to Kottayam, Kunnamkulam, Tirunelveli and Trivandrum
overcome all their challenges.

Rajkot Chapter: On 24th July 2015, the Chapter's Women
Group organized a meeting cum fun programme. Nearly 95
women and PwHs attended the meeting. Mrs. Sonal Sakariya

Chapter at Hotel Royal Kington, Kozhikode,Kerala. Over 250
participants attended the programme which also covered
discussed the importance of Physiotherapy with CwH and
various medical sessions on Hemophilia Care.
their mothers. It was decided to distribute Vitamin D tablets to
all C/PwH in monthly camps. Fun sessions comprising of Hon'ble Shri N. Prashant (IAS, District Collector, Kozhikode)
was the Chief Guest and Sh. TP Ashraf (Director, Social
Garbha Dance and games were also organized.
Security Mission) was the Special Guest. Hon'ble Shri P K
Regular Homeopathy / Physiotherapy Camp
Kunjhalikutty (Minister for IT & Industries, Govt. of Kerala)
On 12th July 2015, the Chapter organized a Homeopathy and inaugurated the event. In his speech the Hon'ble Minister
Physiotherapy open clinic which was attended by nearly 115 promised to discuss various issues of PwHs such as the need
PwHs. Dr. Nishant Dharsandiya (Pediatric Onco- of comprehensive HTC at Govt. Medical College, Kozhikode,
Hematologist) examined and guided the patients whereas Dr. to allocate adequate funds for Hemophilia Treatment in the
budget and inclusion of PwH in BPL list.
He also appointed the District Collector, Kozhikode to take the
necessary measures to make the available Factor Assay
facility fully functional at Medical College, Kozhikode.
On the last day various physiotherapy sessions were also
conducted and Dr. M K Munar (Hon'ble Minister for
Panchayats and Social Justice, Govt. of Kerala) was the Chief
Guest. Mr. Vikash Goyal (VPD, HFI) handed him the HFI
Chintan Shah examined and gave free homeopathy
medicines. The physiotherapy session was held by Dr. Hardik
Patel and Mr. Kiranbhai Avasia informed on the importance of
National Hemophilia Registry (NHR) and Government AHF
support.

Indore Chapter: Free Treatment in MP The chapter
reports that free treatment has started in District Hospital,
Ratlam and Khargone. Also on 4th July 2015, the Chapter met
doctors of Pathology Dept., MGM Medical College to discuss
the setting up of Hemophilia Center in Indore. Dr. Nigam was

report for Hemophilia Treatment Services Development Plan
and Hemophilia Treatment Proposal for Kerala.
The Hon'ble Minister also promised to discuss all the
requirements of Hemophilia Community with various
Ministries in the Cabinet Meeting.
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Kanyakumari Chapter: On 8 Aug 2015, the Chapter
organized Physiotherapy Camp and Screening Test at
th

Government Medical College, Asaripallam, Kanyakumari with
support of Novo Nordisk. 20 people including PwH and their
families participated. Dr. Vaidvel Murughan (Dean,
Government Medical College, Kanyakumari) was the Chief
Guest and in his motivational speech he assured support in all
areas whereas Dr. Alwin conducted Physiotherapy Camp and
Screening Test.
On 22nd Aug 2015, the Chapter also held a meeting in which
nearly 35 members with their families took part. Mr. E.
Raghunandanan (RCC South, HFI) also participated. He
updated the attendees on present scenario, activities and distributed during the AGM. Master Yukesh received Ashok
Verma Memorial Award and Cash Prize of Rs.4500/-, Master
Vishnu Kumar received Nikhil Goel Award and Cash Prize of
Rs.5000/-, S Dinesh Kumar received Ganesh Jariwala Award
with Cash Prize of Rs.2500/- and Miss Thirekha received
Nabila Philanthropy Award with Cash Prize of Rs.3000/-. Mr.
Mohan Das (Nayaki Crackers) donated an amount of
Rs.2000/- to another disserving PwH Mohammed Younish to
support his education.

Salem Chapter: On 30th August 2015, the Chapter
conducted a physiotherapy camp for its members at J.S.
Hospital. 42 C/PwHs took part in the camp, their Joint and
M u s c l e s a s s e s s m e n t w a s d o n e b y D r. S a n t h o s h
(Physiotherapist) and he prescribed physio as per each
crisis management in hemophilia care. Several decisions individual's requirement.
were also made in terms of raising funds for the welfare
activities of the chapter, relaxation camp at Kanyakumari in
month end and meeting with Central Minister for starting a
Genectic Lab at Nagercoil.

Coimbatore Chapter: On 27th September 2015, the

During the meeting Mr. Natraj also took the opportunity to
chapter held its 20th AGM at Sakkarai Chettiar Mandapam. sensitize the participants on environmental crisis and spoke
Nearly 170 participants including patients and their family on importance of planting and protecting trees.
members attended. Annual Report of the Chapter was read
th
out and Mr. Srinivasan (Treasurer) presented the account Visakhapatnam Chapter: On 16 Aug. 2015, the
Chapter conducted its Women and Youth Group meetings.
which was pass unanimously.
Various education awards and cash prizes were also In the Women's Group meeting 31 women participated and
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another special guest was Mr. R Senthil Nathan (F&CAO,
JIPMER). Mr. S. Ravichandra (Branch Manager, SBI)
welcomed the attendees and Dr. P. Nalini informed them on
various problems faced by Hemophilics. 7 PwHs who had
secured good marks in SSLC (10th Standard) were awarded
with 10gms Silver Medals and 29 SOL beneﬁciaries received
SOL Scholarship Cheques from the hands of Mrs. T. R.
Geetha and Mr. R Senthil Nathan respectively.
they were briefed by Mrs. Surya Kumari on the importance of
Women Group and how they can take care of C/PwH. Dr. V.
Chandra Sekharam stressed the women to become
ﬁnancially empowered so they can help their C/PwH. He also
narrated some Psycho-social issues of Women in projecting
their children in present society. He advised women to develop
conﬁdence by increasing their knowledge on Hemophilia Care
by observing and learning from the lives of other PwH families.
Women participants also expressed and shared their views to
conduct workshops for showing their skills in knitting, tailoring
and preparing candles, phenol etc. for their ﬁnancial growth.

Special Youth Meet
On 8th August 2015, the Chapter organized a Special Youth
Meet at its premises to address their Psycho-Social issues.
Mr. Prem Raj (Psychologist) was invited for the programme
and he provided counselling and informed them on various
relaxation tips to lessen their pain in Hemophilia
Management. Nearly 20 PwHs participated in the programme
and self-introduced themselves.

SURGERIES
FOR
P/CwH

In the Youth's Group meeting 35 youths participated which
was jointly conducted by Mr. Chandra Sekhar and Mr. Pankaj

Kumar Sharma. Programs of the Annual Youth Meeting which
earlier took place in Hyderabad were discussed and briefed.
The need to develop second line of leadership was stressed
upon along with social awareness and fund raising to meet the
needs of Chapter. Mr. K. Saibaba (Secretary) advised the
youths to learn more about Hemophilia treatment such as selfinfusion and RICE therapy.

Pondicherry Chapter: On 4th July 2015, the Chapter On 22nd July 2015, a Major Surgery of PwH Marimuthu was

along with State Bank of India, JIPMER Branch organized an
Award Function at the later's premises. Nearly 60 participants
including awardees attended the function. Mrs. T. R. Geetha
(Deputy General Manager, SBI) was the chief Guest and

done in JIPMER for obstructions in his Urinary Tract. He is a
B.E, Student with Severe Factor IX deﬁciency. The Chapter
and JIPMER Hospital supported him with Free Factor of
15,000 IUS and 35,000 IUS respectively. He also remain
hospitalised in JIPMER for 3 weeks.

Kunnamkulam Chapter: On 27th September, 2015 the
Chapter held its Annual General Meeting (AGM 2015) at the
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Hall of Bethany St. Johns Higher Secondary School. Mr. N N
Gokuldas presided the meeting in which Shri. B K
Harinarayanan (Poet and Lyrics writer) was the special guest
and Dr. Alvin from Nagercoil was the special invitee. Sh. E.
Raghunandanan (RCC South, HFI), Dr. B. Sushanth (VP,
HSKC) and Engr. E. Ramachandran (Chairman, KMCT) were
present on the dais.
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Hemophilia Donation Boxes Placed at
Delhi Airport

After 2 years of hectic negotiations at various Government
and business outlet levels, HFI has been able to place 4
Donation Boxes at all the 4 departure lounges (both
International and Domestic) of the Airport Authority of India.
Dr. Alvin gave demonstration on water therapy and various HFI is the ﬁrst and only NGO that achieved this feat so far.
physiotherapy techniques. Inhibitor screening and factor
assessment was also organized with support of Novo Seven
(India). Highly informative interactive session was overseen
by Prof. Dr. Susheela Innah and Sr. Prof. Dr. Benzy of Jubilee
Mission Medical College.
It was resolved in the AGM to provide educational support to
poor CwH and Carriers who have cleared their plus two. The
women's team made a wonderful exhibition of their home
made items. Miss. Shamsi (Von Willebrand Patient) got the

Late I.S Thakur
(Treasurer, Bhopal Chapter)
(Reason sighted for death: High BP)
&

Late Mr. Amit Kumar
(PwH, Patna Chapter)

Photos N/A

We express our deep sorrow on the sad demise of our beloved friends. May their soul
rest in Peace and may God give strength to their family members for this
unbearable loss.

NOTICE: HFI provides Free Treatment (Anti Hemophilic
Factor) to the Children / Persons suﬀering with Hemophilia
during emergencies, surgeries and in cases of severe and
fatal in nature to the patients from Below Poverty Line and
very poor family. This facility is being provided with the
support from National Committee for promotion of Social
special praise from participants for her rare art work on clothes
and Economic Welfare, Department of Revenue, Ministry
and glass products.
of Finance, Govt. of India, New Delhi, Under Section
35AC/80GGA of Income Tax Act 1961.
Tel No.: 011-23092958
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In the face of limited access to care and treatment in the developing world, brave people are dedicated to enacting change.
The Novo Nordisk Haemophilia Foundation (NNHF) partners with these people to provide the funding and support they
need to succeed in improving access to better care. Together, the foundation and its partners have overcome tremendous
obstacles for the beneﬁt of people with haemophilia and allied bleeding disorders. Country by country, patient by patient,the
foundation is taking an innovative approach to helping make sustainable change.
The foundation’s initiatives have resulted in training for 9370 healthcare professionals, diagnoses for 13,140 people with
haemophilia, and educational activities reaching 15,100 people worldwide. In China, venezuela, Pakistan,
and dozens more countries, the foundation is proud to be a part of the ground-breaking work that is delivering life-changing
impact.
Find out more about the Novo Nordisk Haemophilia Foundation at nnhf.org and
how Novo Nordisk is changing possibilities in haemophilia at changingpossibilities.com
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